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Introductoryy Comments
We welcome:
y The formation of the Panel & its Terms of Reference
y That
Th t it reports
t tto Parliament
P li
t iin an open and
d public
bli way & will
ill inform
i f
a Tas
T
Energy Strategy
y That it is open and transparent in its operations
y That it is ‘expert’
expert and contains people with a national perspective whilst also
containing Tas expertise
y That it has emphasized reasoning based on fact and logic
y That is takes consultation with stakeholders & the community seriously
y That it has afforded us useful opportunities to engage that we have
(unfortunately) not always been able to respond to
y That it says it is focused on the long term interests of Tasmania and Tasmanian
y We
W also
l note
t that
th t the
th Draft
D ft Report
R
t concludes
l d there
th
has
h been
b
no cross‐
subsidisation from MI customers to others
y Our assessment of the Tas SOEs is that (generally) they operate satisfactorily
given various constraints and incentive structures but there is room for
g
significant improvement
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Real Tasmanian
Rea
as a a Electricity
ect c ty Prices
ces#
Electricity Price Rises Relative to
CPI
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 Since 2007 electricity price rises
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h CPI.
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Tasmanian Distribution Prices
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 Rising distribution charges have been a big
contributor to the large increases in
electricity prices since mid last decade
 Aurora & AER seem to be moderating this
impact in current review. Welcome
although
g still a significant
g
step
p upwards
p
 Far higher than in Vic
 Has this been justified? We doubt it given
the evidence of overspending
p
g and
inefficiency in both capex & opex. Also
their inflated rates of return
 Even the AER acknowledges the problems
with
i h regulation
l i & that
h this
hi is
i inflating
i fl i
prices
 Evidence that ownership is also a key issue
in explaining this
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Tasmanian Transmission Prices
differences in networks but the
growing
i di
divergence iis a major
j
concern.

 Factors at work here similar to

distribution (regulatory framework
and governance, performance,
ownership). Aged assets and peak
demand an exaggerated cause of
higher network charges

Period
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Wh t Will Be
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B th
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y Chart shows a range of potential

y
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y

y

increases in Tas electricity prices from
the carbon price.
price
The increase for Tasmania should in
theory be lower due to its generation mix
of hydro,
y , wind and gas.
g
But depends
p
on
who captures the ‘value’
Tasmania’s emissions intensity has
ranged between 0.05 & 0.25t CO2‐
e/MWh#.
National average increase shown is
similar to Panel’s estimate ($17/MWh)
but should it be this big?
In any case, it is a significant electricity
price issue

# AEMO Carbon dioxide equivalency index
Jun 2011‐Jan 2012
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O tl k for
Outlook
f El
Electricity
t i it P
Price
i
Increases
 We expect nominal Tas electricity prices to rise by a

further:
 9‐10% in 2011/12 and
 12‐13%
3 in 2012/133
 Note this would be 3‐4 times expected inflation

U
i i around:
d
 Uncertainties
 Actual impact of the carbon price pass through (see previous slide).
 Final outcome of AER
AER’ss decision on Aurora Energy
Energy’ss regulatory

proposal for 2013‐2017 (& any appeal).
 Final impact of RET
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Di
Drivers
ffor F
Future
t
Tas
T Electricity
El t i it
Prices
ces
 Wholesale prices are on the rise [Panel agrees & make up 40% of total bill]
 Carbon could be the main contributor to the price increases [Panel agrees]
 When the g
gas generators
g
are operating
p
g the emissions from electricityy g
generation






increases as does the emissions intensity. The increase in electricity prices from
carbon is greater at higher emissions intensity factors [Panel agrees]
The increase in peak contract prices is around the high carbon intensity scenario, ie,
unlike rest of NEM in Tas emissions rise in periods of peak demand.
Aggregate dam levels are at 60% capacity. Should dampen prices, ceteris paribus
Network prices expected to continue to rise until at least mid decade (unless
something gives). Distribution likely to be less so than NSW/Qld but not
transmission
RET will force prices up (we expect by $13/MWh in 2012)
Average demand for 2011 was down by 1.5% from 2010. As prices increase there is a
demand response
p
[But Panel seems to assume continued consumption
p
growth?]
g

… inexorably the trend seems to be up and the Panel needs to frame its key
recommendations so they provide advice on how to arrest this problem
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EUAA Comments on Draft Report’s
p
Key Recommendations
Panel Recommendation

EUAA comments

Future retail price determinations
reflect prevailing & prospective
supply‐demand
l d
d conditions
diti

Support a more rational and efficient way to set wholesale
energy allowances

TVPS funded transparently & put
on a commercially sustainable
footing

Support the principal here but need to see more detail (eg
impacts on contestable energy users)

Reforms to address absence of
competition under current
wholesale market structure

Strongly support and endorse the need for more competition
and that it is feasible (see next slide for more details)

Following wholesale market
reform, FRC be introduced

Support FRC. Why wait? Its advent should itself stimulate
new entry

Scoping
p g studyy on sale of Aurora in
tranches

Panel should clarifyy that this should be done. Should onlyy
need to scope the tranches.

Govt develop a public Energy
Business Ownership Policy

Support the need for a clear policy. A necessary condition for
better sustained performance but is it a sufficient one?

Clarify SOEB oversight

Agree with the need for this. Clarify how it relates to prices &
energy policy objectives of Govt/shareholder
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Comments on Panel’s
Panel s ‘Reform
Reform
Paths’
y Noted with keen interest the

indications from large retailers
of attraction to Tas market
y Agree that HT has latent market

Reform Path

EUAA Comments

1.

If properly structured this
could encourage some new
retail entry.
entry Still have market
power overhang? Test with
retailers.

Independent
regular
auction of HT
standard
contracts

22. Gentraders
power & this
hi d
deters new entry,
(Panel’s
although HT is mindful of its
“preferred
position and takes some steps to
option”)
p
)
d to
t it.
it G
th off ERM
respond
Growth
evidence of this

y Also see Aurora’s retail

dominance as a ‘stand‐alone’
issue to address

33. Combine Vic
& Tas regions

May be more competitive
Ma
competiti e
than 1. but need to test
further. Complexity is a
serious issue. Residual
market power an important
issue for energy users
Prima ffacie impact
p seems
limited though possibly of
some benefit. Reform to
Basslink arrangements may
also be needed? Test with Vic
gencos & retailers
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Key Gaps in Panel’s
Panel s Draft Report
Biggeest cause off electricitty
price incrreases

Filling these gaps entirely consistent with Panel’s stated objective & Terms of
Reference
Gap

EUAA Comments

Regulation of networks

Fundamental issue in terms of network prices and
efficiency. Panel has limited its comments. Although
national, its impact on Tas & Tasmanians cannot and
should not be left out

Ownership of networks

Fundamental issue in terms of network prices and
efficiency. Not part of any Panel ‘Reform Path’ but
at Squarely a State issue and should
should be looked at.
be addressed (not ideologically but fact based
reasoning).

Ownership
off
O
hi & structure
t t
generation assets

Not
‘Reform
Path’
butt should
be
N t partt off any Panel
P
l ‘R
f
P
th’ b
h ld b
looked at. Owen Report on NSW ESI clearly said that
this is superior to gentrader approach. Panel should
have raised it for discussion

Shorter term ways to
lower prices

Panel was asked to focus on this but has not done so.
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Important issue for Tasmanians

Comments on Finalisation of
Panel’s Task
y We have asked the Panel to provide a “bold vision” of where

y
y
y
y
y

it wants the Tas ESI to head. Pleased to see it has partly
p y
done so but should go further
We support many of the Panel key findings
We are keen to see further development in the Panel’s
recommendations
closed
We are very keen to see the ‘gaps’
gaps identified above closed.
The Final Report will be the poorer if they are not
We intend to develop our points into a submission
We will keenly await the Panel’s Final Report and wish
them well in this final part of their work
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